Prevents drops & damage with MAXGrip 360° protection

Featuring a wrap-around “book-cover” design, the Extreme Shell-S delivers rugged,
all-around coverage and a solid grip with our new MAXGrip spine, designed to also
protect the vulnerable hinge area. Tough TPU bumpers safeguard edges, while corners
get extra care with an enhanced, air-cushioned top that overlaps the closed device for
added drop protection. Made of compound polycarbonate, thermoplastic and
polyurethane, the rigid top and bottom panels add scratch-resistant protection against
dings, drops and bumps. The textured, MAXGrip spine gives students a solid grip,
helping prevent drops. Non-slip feet plus the textured spine wrap make for super-stable
typing, and IT staff will appreciate the fast, one-piece installation and easy visibility to
asset tags. With a snug, perfect fit, the Extreme Shell-S supports all device functions and
provides easy port access.

Extreme Shell-S

Founded in Education.

Extreme Shell-S
Prevents drops & damage with MAXGrip 360° protection

KEY FEATURES
Wrap-around design delivers full coverage
Tough TPU bumpers surround edges; overhang
corners add protection
Durable spine wrap protects the vulnerable
hinge area while adding a textured, firm-grip surface
to help prevent drops

Clear, rigid top and bottom panels repel
scratches & impact damage
Non-slip feet plus textured spine-wrap
deliver super-stable typing
One-piece design makes installation fast & easy
Custom fit supports all device functions & port access

Book-cover spine adds textured grip area and helps
prevent drops

CUSTOM-FIT DESIGN FOR THESE DEVICES:

AP-ESS-MBA-11-BLK
AP-ESS-MBA-13-BLK
AP-ESS-MBA-TID-BLK
DL-ESS-3100-CBC-BLK
DL-ESS-3100-CBY-BLK
HP-ESS-G5EE-14-BLK
HP-ESS-G6EE-BLK
HP-ESS-G6EE-14-BLK
HP-ESS-G7EE-BLK
HP-ESS-G8EE-BLK
LN-ESS-300E-G2-BLK
LN-ESS-500E-CBY-BLK
LN-ESS-100E-G2-BLK
LN-ESS-11EYW-G5-BLK
SS-ESS-CB4-BLK

APPLE MACBOOK AIR 11”
APPLE MACBOOK AIR 13"
APPLE MACBOOK AIR 13" (2019 W/TOUCH ID)
DELL 3100 CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 11.6"
DELL 3100 CHROMEBOOK 2:1 CONVERTIBLE 11.6"
HP G5 EE CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 14"
HP G6 EE CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 11.6"
HP G6 EE CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 14"
HP G7 EE CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 11.6"
HP G8 EE CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL 11.6"
LENOVO 300E G2 2:1 CHROMEBOOK 11”
LENOVO 500E CHROMEBOOK YOGA 11"
LENOVO 100E G2 CHROMEBOOK 11"
LENOVO 11E WINDOWS YOGA 11" G5
SAMSUNG CHROMEBOOK 4 11"

Custom design supports
all device functions

Note: We’re continually innovating. For complete device list see: www.maxcases/Extreme-Shell-S

Prevent drops & protect
hinge with the MAXGrip
book-cover spine
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